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MOTION UNDER SOME COMMON FORCES

This chapter begins by identifying the differences between mass and weight.
"'J""xt,we will investigate how Newton's Law is used to describe the behavior

a falling object.

Once we understand and can predict the behavior of falling objects, we will
investigate how objects move near the surface of the earth under the
influence of earth's gravity. To describe the motion of a body in space, we
often draw a picture of the path of the body. Such a path is called a
trajectory. We will investigate the trajectories of some objects in motion
and how to draw their trajectories. Much emphasis will be placed on
predicting time of flight, range (horizontal distance), vertical distance
traveled, as well as the horizontal, vertical, and resultant velocity of the
object. Learning to do this is mostly a matter of p~actice, so pay close
attention to the exercises in this guide and to the problems in the chapter.

Having studied uniform circular motion in chapter 3, we will now inv.stigate
another kind of periodic motion. By 'periodic' we mean the particle
retraces its path after a specific amount of time. The periodic motion is
called simple harmonic motion. This is a very important concept in physics,
for it is used to help describe both very complicated wave motions and
vibrating objects.

Finally we will investigate certain motions from different points Q{ view
(from different reference frames). This will be done in part by viewing the
classic film 'Frame of Reference" which in the opinion of your instructor is
the most outstanding physics film ever produced.

2. Using F=ma, be able to calculate the effect of gravity on an object in
free fall.

4. Be able to calculate the frictional effect of air resistance on falling
objects, and sliding objects.

5. Be able to resolve projectile motion into it. horizontal and vertical
components.

6. Be able to mathematically analyze projectile motion.

7. Be able to use F. mv2/R and F - m4Jr2R/T2 in analyzing the movement
of an object in a circle.

8. By extending the concept of circular motion, be able to relate simple
harmonic motion to the projectile of circular motion.
Be able to point out how the coordinate system (frame of reference)
affects how one analyzes the dynamics of various motions.



a. The term weight will be used to represent - __ '~~~ .~_~~ _

b. Weight is expressed in MKS units of _~~Z~~ •

i. Your weight is lbs, your mass is kgs and your weight
is N.

j. Ask instructor for tape segment of an astronaut dropping a hammer on
the moon. Using a stopwatch, calculate the acceleration of the
falling hammer on the moon. Next, predict the time it would take a
hammer to fall the same distance on the earth. Using a hammer and
stopwatch determine this time. How did your predicted time compare
with the measured time?

1. Summary: 1 pound I: ~<f& Newton(s) 1 Newton I: (), ;J. ;J. 'I pound(s)------ ------
2. Problems: page 65: #1 #2 ( )

3. Read: Section 4-2 Free Fall page 65

4. Assume that you are standing on a bathroom scale in an elevator which is
at ground level. The reading on the scale is 980 Newtons. Describe the
reading on the scale under the following conditions. '/?1 =' /ooJC...'}

a. The elevator accelerates (up) at 5 m/sec2•

b. The elevator moves up at a constant speed. _X1rg_~__
c. The elevator slows to,a stop at the top with an acc. of -3 m/sec2•

_~.!'2.J:1__

d. The elevator is stopped at the top. _21£~__
e. The elevator accelerates (going down) at 4 m/sec2•

f. The elevator moves downward at constant speed of 4 m/sec. _~f~~__
g. The elevator slows to a stop with an accele~ation of 2 m/sec2• L~[~~__

i. What would be your wei;ht when the scale reads zero? _f~~ __



Trouble - see your instructor. If you still have doubts, take a bathroom
scale to an elevator and try it, that is••except for conditions discussed

a. CONDITIONS PRODUCING WEIGHTLESSNESS
b. MECHANICS OF SATELLITES AND WEIGHTLESSNESS

page 67:
page 83:

#4
#24

U5
#25

0.74
0.94
0.50

0.57
0.40
0.30
0.40
0.20
0.005
0.04

Steel on steel
glass on glass
wood on wood
Rubber on asphalt, dry
Rubber on asphalt, wet
Rubber on ite
Teflon on teflon
Racing tires

Your task is to determine what factors affect the force of
friction.

Using objects that your instructor provides~ measure the length~
width and height. Next determine the weight of the objects. Use a
spring balance to determine the force required to pull the block at
a steady velocity.

Determine what variable<s> you wish to investigate and find out how
they affect the force of friction.

a. A block weighs 2000 N. If a horizontal force of 100 N is required
to keep it in motion with constant speed on a horizontal surface,
what is the coefficient of friction?

c. A box having a mass of 60 kg is dragged acrcs~a horizontal floor by
means of a rope tied on the front of it. The coefficient of sliding
friction between the box and the floor is 0.300. If the angle
between the rope and the floor is 30 degrees, what force must be
exerted on the rope to move the box at constant speed.



d. An 600-N girl sets on a sled that weights 60-N. A boy pulls at an
angle of 400 above horizontal in order to keep the girl and sled
moving over the level ice at constant velocity. What is the
coefficient of friction if the boy pUlls with a force of 70-N?

10. Read 4-4 Idealized Projectile Motion page 69

Note •••The equation y = -gx2/2v02 has value as indicated in the text.
However we will not use it to solve problems. Instead we will
use the kinetic and dynamic equations that we are familiar
with. Ask instructor for an explanation.

d, =-
vF-:= io0r- LJ.; 70-0

v' -12. A shell is fired horizontally from a powerful gun located 144 meters r-
above a horizontal plane with a muzzle speed of 800 m/sec. Q...~9.6~.J"

..L ;z... t:z. - ;2.....!i
cL ;: ~ + .;l. 0..-7:- - Q..; d -:. 14-1 H .j,

a. How long does the shell remai n in the .ir? C::"E-=s. 'I;<~ -c _ ?

b. What is the range (horizontal distance) of the shell? d~~~_C:?£ {J
~cL::; 336/'(

c. What is the magnitude of the vertical component of its velocity as
it str ikes the target? 'lIj L=- ~ + ;;;'CLcL~ _ ~ ~?f)rf.VF- - .:> 3./ ..,-b

~ -?d. With what velocity does it strike th.....e-g-r-o-u-n-d~?v:;;. ~ .zrA." Jrv~ "-
CUr ;:;.rOI,6£' //"iI'L 3'8~

e. Summarize your procedure. Share with your instructor.

13. A batted softball leaves the bat at an angle of 30 degrees above the
horizontal with an initial velocity of 55 m/sec. Calculate:

14. A batter hits. ball to the 3rd base man who throws to the 2nd base man.
The batter is 1/2 second from first base when the throw leaves the hand
of the 2nd base man on its way to 1st base. In traveling the 90 feet,
the ball will rise and fall 1 foot.

b. Assuming that your instructor made the throw, you as his agent
(getting 107.) would ask what salary from the Indians?



a. Determine the spring constant 'k' for a spring
supplied by your instructor. To do so, set up
the apparatus as shown and measure the
displacement ( x) for various masses no
greater than 1500 grams. Since it is known
that F = kx, graphically determine ·k·. If you
think there is a short-cut, try it and compare
the two results.

b. Using the spring constant and the information
given in the film "Periodic Motion", calculate
a predicted value of the period of a 500-gram
mass vibrating up and down on your spring.

c. Now place a 500-gram mass on your spring and
determine its period. How did the actual value
compare with your predicted value?

d. Provide you instructor with data, graph(s) and
conclusion.

page 75:
page 83:

#13
#32

24. Optional •••A uniform meter stick, 100 cm in length is pivoted at one end
and allowed to swing free.

c. What would be the period if the meter stick was pivoted
at the: 90 cm mark? 80 cm mark? 70 cm mark?

27. Read: Section 4-7 Experimental Frames of Reference page 77
Section 4-8 Real and Fictitious Forces page 78



27. Read: Section 4-7 Experimental Frames of Reference
Section 4-8 Real and Fictitious Forces pa

L8. Problems: page 80: #18 #19 ~ ~

29. Read: Section 4-9 Newton's Laws & the Rotation of the Earth
Section 4-10 Newton's Laws & a 'Coasting' Spacecraft

page 80
page 82

31. Why is the weight of a 1 kg mass (weight = 9.83 N) at the north pole
different from the weight of a 1 kg mass (weight = 9.78 N) at the
equator?

If you are riding a bike around a right-hand turn, you'll be leaning right
when in the turn? Why? Also, how did you initiate the turn? What did you
do at first to make the bike go into a right hand turn?

~~hy do hurricanes turn counterclockwise in the northern hemisphere and
.ockwise in the southern hemisphere? Does the same reasoning apply to the

water running out of the bathtub or sink?

How does a boomerang work? For example, must it have that bent banana-like
shape? Can you make a left-handed on



(a)

(c)
(g)
(h)
(1)

the pull (force of the earth on an object)
w = mg (e) 9.S N/kg or 9.S m/sec2 (f) 32
using 1-kg = 2.2 lbs, 50 kg, 100 kg
490 N, 9S0 N (j) same as in 'i', weight is
4.46, 0.224

(b) Newton N
ft/sec2

2. (1) 5. 00 kg
(2)(a) 1.1 x 102 N, 6.9 x 102 N

4. (a) 14S0 N (b) 9S0 N (c) 6S0 N (d) 9S0 N (e) 5S0 N (f) 9S0 N
(g) 11S0 N (h) cable cut - elevator undergoing free fall (i) 9S0 N

(4) 7.3 m/sec2
(5) (a) 3.2 m/s
(24) S. A. B.
(25) t = h/vi
(26) . (a) 1/2 mg

gdL
(c) 203.7 N

11. (9) examine displacement components
(10) S. A. B.
(11) yes
(12) 3.1 m/sec

12. (a) 5.42 s (b)4336 m (c) -53.13 m/s (d) SOLS m/s at an angle of
horizontal 3.So down

14. (a) You are the umpire.
(b) No idea! Then - calculate the speed in mi/hr. Does that help?
( 13)
(14)
(15)
(32)

F = -kx for some positive constant 'k'
points where circle intersects the y-axis
0.2 kg
(a) 20 N (b) 0.016 m

23. (17) (a) T = v2"Told (b) no effect (c)

26. (33)(a) 0.63 m/s (b) 0.74 m/s at 570 relative to? (c)(d) S.A.B.
(34) S. A. B.
(35)(a) 0.63 m/s perpendicular to A'C' and towards left. (b) SAB

(c)0.17N

2S. (IS) (a) goes straight up and down (b) like projectile motion
( 19) (20) (21) S. A. B.

30. (22) S. A.B.
(23) no

If you must stop your car as quickly as possible, should you lock your
brakes? Actually I've heard the answer to this question for years, b~t I
have never done the calculations. Can you?



Compare two important and relatively sL~ple motions by constructing
displacement-time, velocity-time, and acceleration-time graphs
to represent them.

[It will help you to reason out the simple harmonic motion graphs it
if you think in terms of a pendulum: remember to be consistent in
the meaning you choose to assign to + and -].

a freely falling body - tossed
straight up and caught again
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Figure 1, page 41 is a multi-flash photograph of projectile motion. It \'13S made
by throwing a small ball into the air at an nngle of 270 with the horizontrtl. The
time interval between successive exposures was 1/30 second and the ball moved from
left to right in the picture. The ball's trajectory looks ~ike those described in
Section 12-4 of the text.
Exam~~e the photograph. Is the horizontal velocity of the ball constant? What can
you conclude about the resultant force on the ball if the horizontal velocity is
constant? Is not constant?
Our task is to analyze the photograph in detail by finding the changes in velocity
caused by the resultant force. In so doing we shall learn more about the forces
acting on the ball than vIe can from a casual examination of the photograph.
[Recall that F = ~ m;;/ tit. Under what conditions can Fct:: ;;; be true?]
Analyze the velocity changes which occur during successive 0.1 second time
intervals (three intervals on the photograph) in the following way: Obtain a
copy of the photograph from your instructor. First draw straight lines connecting
every third point. These lines represent the displacement of the ball during each
0.1 sec and are therefore a measure of the average velocities during these equal
time intervals.
Next you are to find the velocity changes between each of these intervals by
subtracting each velocity vector from the following velocity vector using the tech-
nique shown in Fig. 2a. Note that Vi is redrawn as a dashed line so that its tail
is connected to the next vector such that subtraction can take place.
Is the direction of the velocity change the same in each interval? Are the
magnitudes of the velocity changes the same? What do you conclude about the
direction of the resultant force on the ball?

What change in velocity of the ball in each 0.1 see was caused by the force of
gravity? In what direction did it act? To find ~a we need to know the acceler-
ation of gravity ag and the time interval over whichOthe change is to be calculated.
Next, express this velocity change EVg in meters per tenth of a second. The
velocity change due to gravity must also be reduced to the scale of the photograph.
(The Scale: 1 to 10) Once the change in velocity due to gravity is determined
and then reduced to proper scale, it needs to be subtracted from each of the total
velocity changes ~ on your diagram. See Fig. 2b.-Do the residual velocity changes 6vr all have the same magnitude? In what
direction are they? Describe, qualitatively, the properties of the force that
caused them. What do you think was responsible for the force?
What can you conclude about the mass of the projectile?
Plot on your diagram the path the ball in Fig. 1 would have followed if gravity
had been the only force acting on it. .
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Compare trIO important and relatively simple motions by constructing
displacement-time, velocity-time, and acceleration-time graphs
to represent them.

[It will help you to reason out the simple harmonic motion graphs it
if you think in terms of a pendulum: remember to be consistent in
the meaning you choose to assign to + and -].

a freely falling body tossed
__ straight up and caught again
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1. An upwa~d accele~ation of 8.0 m/secA2 is happening to an elevato~.
With what fo~ce will the elevato~ floo~ push upwa~d on a 160-N man?

2. A ball is th~own f~om the top of a building 175 mete~s high with an
i~itial velocity of 20 m/sec in a ho~izontal di~ection. Calculate
a. the time it takes fo~ the ball to reach the ea~th~ and
b. the velocity with which the ball strikes the earth.

3. A football is kicked from the 40 yard line with an initial speed of 64
ft/sec at a p~ojected angle of 45 deg~ees. A ~eceive~ standing on the
goal line 60 ya~ds away in the di~ection of the kick sta~ts running to
meet the ball at the instant the ball is kicked.

a. What must be the speed of the ~eceiver if he is to catch the ball
just as it is about to hit the g~ound?

b. Would you be capable of doing it?



5. A 3 kg object is swung at 2 revolutions per second at the end of a
string which is 3.5 meters long. Calculate:
a. its linear speed
b. its tangential acceleration
c. its centripetal force
d. the force on the object opposite to the centripetal force.

6. A 7 kg ball is whirled in a vertical circle at the end of a 1.5 meter
string at a speed of 35 m/sec. Find:
a. the maximum and
b. the~inimum tension on the string.

7. An object with a mass of 22 kg stretches a spring 0.55 meters. The
same object is then hung on the spring and oscillates up and down.
Calculate:
a. the force constant of the spring, and
b. the period of the oscillating mass.

8. A box that ~eighs 100 N is being steadily dragged along the
rope that make an angle of 30 degrees above the horizontal.
tension in the rope is 40 N:
a. what is the force of friction?
b. what is the coefficient of friction?

floor by a
If the
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1. An upward acceleration of 8.0 m/sec2 is happening to an elevator. With what fOl
will the elevator floor push upward on a 160~~t man?
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A ball is thrown from the top of a buildL~g 175 meters high with an initial
velocity of 20 m/sec in the horizontal direction. Calculate (a) the time it takes
for the ball to reach the earth, and (b) the velocity with which the ball strikes
the earth.

oL::. U,; -c +-;5: a...t ~
-c. "-", :2cL
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A-r{oci'tbaJ.Iis kicked off from the 40 yd. line \vith an initial speed of 64 ft/sec
a projection anGle of 450• A receiver standing on the goal line 60 yds. away in
direc.tion of the kick starts ruIming to meet the ball at the instant the ball is
kicked.
a. What must be the speed of the receiver if he is to catch the ball before it

hits the g~ound?
b. \'Jouldyou be capable of doing it?
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Calculate the length of a pendulum
3.97"'1 T~ '.L71 J-%

7~ ::c l.fTTG..Q

that has a period of 4 seconds.
52 =: / 3 =: (~~) 2- )< 9.41--

<-/7/~ ~77'



5. A 3 kg obj~ct is swung at 2 revolutions per second at the end of a
string which is 3.5 meters long. Calculate:
a. its linear speed
b. its tangential acceleration
c. its centripetal force
d. the force on the object opposite to the centripetal force.

c. __i~~~lL _

d. 0

R -= ~.:; 61

-I - ( -p., ~- f. - u.!:. ue:.- = 3 ~ 'I: ;;";?tj
.s

I Cc c{'9 Ai

'-l3. 9g M(s
6. A 7 kg ball is whirled in a vertical circle at the end of a 1.5 meter

string at a speed of 35 m/sec. Find:
a. the maximum and
b. the~inimum tension on the string.

57 g-" AI---------------
S'fo Y?1 N

"yv\ .,. 7 \<::t
R -= (':>61

V- -= 3';J-1
5:
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I
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5,-7 S"h-= 7 l~ lC 3 <0,-J '1'; AI 'Z.
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57/7 I-..J

7. An object with a mess of 22 kg stretches a spring 0.55 mete~s. The
same object is then hung on the spring and oscillates up and down.
Calculate:
a. the force constant of the spring~ and
b. the period of the oscillating mass.

a. ~i~_~~~:__ I.!- -:: ~ -= 7 -=;;J. J.o~':..~ I ~1~
b. l~~f_~~ _

)')1 =: ;;l:L l<'-f
\( ':= D.s-Cd

8. A box that Je:ohs 100 N is b'~inq'steadily dragged alon~ tha flo~~ by ~
rCj_2 th-::t m~h:C' an cngl'::: at 30 ccgr-f?2S above tho horizcntal. If tt'~
tension in the rope is 40 l-l:
a. what is the force of friction?
b. hat is the coefficient of friction? ~
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1. A ball thrJ.tJnhorizontally from the roof of a building Hith an
initial velocity of 4.0 ft/see strikes the level street at a cistance \
of 120 ft from the builcing. ~hat is the height of the building.

Jtv- ~ ?

2. ll1hatis thcl velocity of the ball in the problem at:ove, just be.{·ore
it strikes the ground?

J-1-1tlA---.-

3. A12nOairi/P~:nj,flyingbhOrbizontaltly att 3600t1.-.ftabovde thHe gr10und Wanl'dllal~tm ;U", orops a om on a arge on ;le groun. ,OVJ ong
take for the bomb to hit the target?

4. A rifle is aimed horizontally at the bullIs-eye of a target 500
away, and the initial horizontal velocity of the bullet is 1000
How far below the bullIs-eye will the bullet strike?

m
m/sec.

5. A. stone is thrOvJn horizontally \,-Jit'.1a sDeed of 60 ft./~pe fr'Y1 the
top of a vertical cliff 324 fie '.1iph. How far from the base of
the cliff will the stone land?

Of. 6 mOy't'nr ~l'~-~ ~hcl10 ~ll'~h a muryZ~Ln. ~. • vo,. .J. [1. e 0 0 _...•.,.... -i-.J • ""~_ (..... .1.. l • .J •••••..•

the elevation of the mortar is 300,
(how far it travels down ran~e ~rom

f~EC:1 'the, ,
'VJ:1ere lS

~l
F1ind Ul8 ''leicht of t~lP s1el1 at t''lC peal.::: of its
the problem above. )
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I. PURP~SE:To obse~ve Simple Sarmonic Motion (S3M), to isolate t~e
variables" affect5.nc t~e S:DCof a sprinr:-,and to eO:TJpare thp. observed
.eriod a~ a spring in SHX with the calculated period.

II. PlOCFDU:'\E:A) Tlstermine the elastic sprinG constant liT';:" for each of
the springs (re:nincer: k=~l-<-'/L\lin nt/':"'!)and record belo"\-..'.
B) Suspend the spring from a support and place a loae of 300 ~ on it.
Pull the spring down a small distance so t~at w~en released, it
vibrates throug~ a small smplitu~e. Count and record the numb~r a~
vihrations that occur in 30 seconds. ~eDeat the orocedure with loa0s
of 600 f, 400 f, and 200 f. . ~
C) Chanpe sprincs and repeat the enti,:"eprocess for the spcor.s sr:!:'i.nc.

D) Turn to the back 6f the pace and cO~Dlete the tatle.
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